
HOW TO WRITE A SENTENCE FOR 1ST GRADE

First grade is all about sentences. Get your first grader writing sentences, the first step to stories, with our first grade
writing sentences worksheets.

These lessons are helpful before beginning your writing curriculum for the year. As children continue to
progress as writers, they may want to be a little more independent in their writing time. The author could use a
story map graphic organizer to plan her story first so that she has a sense of how the story will develop before
she writes. He asked if I would help him write a card that he could give to her talk about melting my heart.
Ask for suggestions of words that could describe the nouns. Read this post. Spelling is correct for most words
that can be phonetically sounded out. Write sentences and fragments on the board. Spacing can be so difficult
for many students, so I like to introduce them to Spencer the Spacer. Every sentence starts with a capital and
ends with a period! Practice writing sentences by answering this question and more about school in this
creative writing worksheet. The bread is the noun or subject. But sometimes we like to have more things on
the sandwich: lettuce, mayonnaise, ketchup or cheese. Jack skipped up the hill. See transcript ] Transcript: Jay
and Taylor were at Hawaii. The student has written the story in a chronological sequence that makes sense.
And then the cat came along. Answer this question and more about friends in this worksheet by filling in the
blanks to complete the sentences. Answer this question and more in this creative writing worksheet that allows
you to practice sentence writing. The author tries to use transitional words "In thein" for And then to signal
sequence but she relies on the same transitional words over and over again. Many times, kids can use their
own drawings as a springboard for writing. Answer this question and more about places by filling in the
blanks in the sentences. It will also help you see where your students are. I held him accountable for the words
to and you because those have been sight words we have studied before. Discuss each example and lead the
students to understand that the sentence at least has a subject and a verb. Letters, Words, and Sentences, Oh
My! Next, you can have them practice finding the capital and period in sentences. A cat ran up a tree. This
printable will him practice with the word "like". This lesson is simple but effective. More info Download
Worksheet Beginning Blends 2 Which consonant blend could you add to "ick" to build a sturdy house?


